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Abstract—Cache compression improves the performance of a multi-core system by being able to store more cache blocks in a compressed format. Compression is achieved by exploiting data patterns present within a block. For a given cache space, compression increases the effective cache capacity. However, this increase is limited by the number of tags that can be accommodated at the cache. Prefetching is another technique that improves system performance by fetching the cache blocks ahead of time into the cache and hiding the off-chip latency. Commonly used hardware prefetchers, such as stream and stride, fetch multiple contiguous blocks into the cache. In this paper, we propose prefetched blocks compaction (PBC) wherein we exploit the data patterns present across these prefetched blocks. PBC compacts the prefetched blocks into a single block with a single tag, effectively increasing the cache capacity. We also modify the cache organization to access these multiple cache blocks residing in a single block without any need for extra tag look-ups. PBC improves the system performance by 11.1% with a maximum of 43.4% on a 4-core system.

Index Terms—Memory Structures, Cache Memories, Compression, Compaction, Cache Design, Prefetching.

1 INTRODUCTION

Last-level-cache (LLC) is one of the critical resources in a multi-core system. Effective management of the LLC plays a key role in improving the system performance. Microarchitectural techniques that provide more cache hits at the LLC are the key. Two such techniques are cache compression and hardware prefetching.

A cache compression technique increases the effective cache capacity \(^1\) without increasing the cache size. The increase in the cache capacity provides additional cache space that can hold a larger working set resulting in performance improvement. Cache compression is based on the observation that significant amount of data accessed/generated by a program share common patterns that can be represented (stored) using fewer number of bits. Some of the common patterns are: repeated values \(^7\), zeros \(^6\), narrow values \(^8\), and the recently proposed base-delta immediate \(^1\) that exploits the narrow differences between the data values stored within a cache block.

Hardware prefetching, on the other hand, hides the off-chip DRAM latency. Instead of waiting for a cache miss to fetch data from the DRAM, a prefetcher trains itself to identify such misses ahead of time and prefetches data into the cache, thereby converting the cache miss into a potential cache hit. One of the key features of the addresses generated by commonly used prefetchers, such as stride and stream, is that these addresses correlate in space due to spatial locality, i.e., multiple contiguous cache blocks are fetched from the DRAM by the prefetcher.

Our Goal: We observe that the key features of prefetching can be used for compression, which can further increase the effective cache capacity. Our goal in this work is to design a mechanism that can exploit the features of hardware prefetching for compressing multiple prefetched blocks into a single block.

Our Approach: We treat multiple contiguous prefetched cache blocks that share common higher-order address bits as a single cache block, and exploit the data patterns present across these blocks. In effect, multiple prefetched blocks are compacted into a single block, which we refer to as compact block. In a generic compressed/uncompressed LLC, these prefetched cache blocks would spread across different cache sets. We modify the LLC organization to access these prefetched blocks (having different set indices, but compacted into a single cache block), without incurring any additional tag look-ups. Note that we use the word compaction and not compression as the later is used in prior techniques which compress data within a block and not across the blocks.

To the best of our knowledge, for multi-core systems, this is the first work that compacts multiple prefetched cache blocks into a single cache block at the shared LLC. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(i) We propose prefetched blocks compaction (PBC), a low-cost and practical compaction technique that compacts multiple prefetched blocks into a single cache block called compact block, by taking into account the data present across these blocks. (Section 3.2)
(ii) We implement PBC by modifying the cache organization and using different hash functions to index into a cache set such that the compacted prefetched blocks share a common set index. Through this effective mechanism, PBC does not incur any additional delay when accessing a cache set. PBC

---

1. Effective cache capacity = \#valid compressed cache blocks \times block size.
2. small value stored in a large size data type. Example - 1 bit/byte stored in a 4 byte integer data type.
also does not require additional tags. (Section 3.1)

(iii) We evaluate PBC across a wide variety of workloads and compare its performance to a baseline system with no compaction. On an average (geomean), PBC improves the system performance (in terms of harmonic speedup) by 11.1% and 13.6% for 4- and 8-core systems across seventy and twenty five workloads, respectively. (Section 4)

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Hardware Prefetching: In this work, we consider three different hardware prefetching techniques: stream [3], stride [19], and one of the state-of-the-art techniques, Spatial Memory Streaming (SMS) [18].

Stream: A stream prefetcher keeps track of multiple access streams. Once trained, it issues k prefetch requests at a time, where k is the prefetch degree[4]. Stream prefetchers are employed in many commercial processors such as IBM’s POWER series 3 and Intel’s Nehalem 21.

Stride: A stride prefetcher attempts to learn simple stride (distance between the memory addresses referenced by a program counter) based memory accesses, on the basis of the past behavior of the program counter. It also stores the last-address referenced by the program counter. In future, on a miss, the prefetcher issues prefetch requests to last-address + k × stride, where k is the prefetch degree. Similar to stream prefetching, stride prefetching is also widely used for its low hardware overhead and simplicity in design.

SMS: SMS is also one of the widely used hardware prefetchers because of its high-performance, practically implementable design and low hardware overhead. SMS leverages the spatial locality present over a large memory region (spatial region). It exploits code based correlation to exploit the data locality by using the program counter to train the accesses within the spatial region. For a given spatial region, SMS predicts and prefetches the future access pattern based on the history of access patterns triggered by that program counter in the past.

The prefetch addresses generated by the above prefetchers being contiguous provide an opportunity to compact multiple prefetched blocks into a single block.

3. Determines the number of prefetches to be issued in one instant.

Cache Compression: Prior works on cache compression, such as [1], [5], [6], and [4] are successful in doubling/quadrupling cache capacity. The basic premise of these techniques is that a significant amount of data values generated/accessed by a program share a common pattern. For example, if all the words in a cache block store a value of zero or the words have the same value, then a single bit/word is enough to represent the entire block depending on the compression algorithm.

BDI: Base-delta-immediate (BDI) [1] is one such compression technique that not only compresses zero and repeated values but also exploits the case where the relative difference between the values stored in a cache block is small. For the ease of illustration, we consider a 16-byte cache block Y as shown in Figure 1a. The cache block is logically divided into a set of fixed size words, in this case four 4-byte words. The relative difference in values (deltas) between a chosen base and the words are stored along with the base. For block Y, 0x0000889 is the base and 0x00, 0x01, 0x02, and 0x03 are the deltas. Additional bits, referred to as encoding bits, which represent the compression pattern exploited, the size of the base, and the size of the words are stored along with the compressed block. It follows that the position of each word within a compressed block (which can be inferred using encoding bits) is independent of other words, which makes the decompression process parallel, leading to low decompression latency. When a processor requests for the block, the encoding bits are used to decompress the block and the request is serviced. Table 1 shows the encoding bits used in BDI for a 64 byte cache block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Delta</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Encoding bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Zeros</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rep Values</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B8-D1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B8-D2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>B8-D3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>B4-D1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>B4-D2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>B2-D1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NoCompre.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: BDI encoding for a 64 byte cache block. B: Base size and D: Delta size. All sizes are in bytes.
2.1 Motivating Example

Cache compression techniques exploit data patterns within a block to reduce the effective cache space needed to store the block. Cache block size is an architecture parameter and not a program characteristic. Hence, data patterns across significant number of contiguous blocks also share a common pattern. In this work, we try to exploit data patterns across multiple contiguous prefetched blocks. To motivate, we consider two blocks (block X and block Y), as shown in Figure 1a. Block X contains 4 words, each of 4 bytes, containing 0x000000889 as the data. In this case, BDI represents the entire cache block using a single 4 byte compressed block, saving 12 bytes of cache space. For cache block Y, the relative difference between the 4-byte data values is very small. In this case, BDI stores a 4-byte base, which is 0x000000889 along with the relative difference (delta) between the base and the data values. This reduces the cache space required to store a block, from an uncompressed block of size 16 bytes to a compressed block of size 8 bytes.

Next, we try to identify the patterns across the cache blocks. To illustrate, we extend the previous example in Figure 1b. Figure 1b shows blocks \(X + 1\) and \(Y + 1\) that are contiguous to blocks \(X\) and \(Y\), respectively. All the words in \(X\) and \(X + 1\) contain the data 0x000000889. In the case of BDI two compressed blocks (one for each uncompressed block), both containing 0x000000889, are stored. On the other hand, compaction stores only a single data value 0x000000889 representing two cache blocks. Similarly, when contiguous blocks \(Y\) and \(Y + 1\) are compressed separately, each compressed block would occupy 8-bytes. Compaction, on the other hand, uses a single base to compact both the blocks, thus saving upon space (12-bytes instead of 16-bytes). In the case of compression, every compressed block in the cache has a set of encoding bits, whereas compaction stores only a single set of encoding bits for the entire compact block (which holds multiple cache blocks).

One way to naively exploit this opportunity is to increase the block size and then apply cache compression. However, blindly increasing the block size may affect the effective utilization of cache capacity, and may lead to performance degradation, if the percentage of unused words in a block is high. Also, it creates more pressure on the DRAM bandwidth to fetch the oversized cache blocks.

Opportunity: Figure 2a shows the fraction of prefetched blocks that are compactable with a stream prefetcher (with prefetch degree 8) enabled at the 512KB LLC. For this experiment, we try to compact multiple prefetched blocks (from 2 blocks to 32 blocks) into a single block. On an average, across 21 SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks, 32.1% of the prefetched blocks can be compacted into a single block. For benchmarks such as GemsFDTD and zeusmp, more than 97% of the prefetched blocks can be compacted into a single block. On the other hand, there is limited opportunity for benchmarks such as hmmer and lbm in which almost all the prefetched blocks are uncompactable. Figure 2b shows the occupancy of prefetched blocks at the LLC. On an average, the occupancy is 42%. For benchmarks such as milc, GemsFDTD, h264ref, and zeusmp, more than 50% of the blocks at the LLC are prefetched, out of which more than 50% of the blocks can be compacted into a single block. This shows there is an opportunity to exploit this trend, and this forms the motivation for our work. The next section describes our technique (PBC) in detail.

3 Prefetch Blocks Compaction

This section describes three key parts of PBC: (i) Indexing into a compact block through a simple modification to the cache organization. The change in organization provides access to multiple blocks that have different set indices but residing in a single compact block without incurring any additional latency, (ii) Compacting multiple contiguous prefetched blocks into a single block, and (iii) Decompacting a compact block.

3.1 Indexing into a Compact Block

Generic Cache Organization: To access the LLC, depending on the number of sets and the block size of the LLC, memory address is split into three fields: block offset, index and tag (from LSB to MSB). In this organization, two contiguous cache blocks get indexed to sets with consecutive indices. For example, for an LLC with a cache block size of 64 bytes, block X (with address A) and X+1 (with address A + 64) would be indexed into set Y and Y+1, respectively. When a processor generates a request, the index bits from the address select the set where the data might be cached. Then the tag part of the address is matched with the tags present in the selected set. If there is a hit, the data corresponding to

(a) Distribution of prefetched blocks at the LLC. \(<a\ to\ b\>\ signifies\ that\ a\ to\ b\ number\ of\ blocks\ are\ compactable\ into\ a\ single\ block).\n
(b) Percentage of prefetched blocks at the LLC.

Figure 2: Behavior of prefetched blocks at the LLC across a wide variety of SPEC CPU 2000/2006 benchmarks.
the tag is serviced.

In the generic cache, if we compact blocks X and X+1, and place it in set Y then when a processor generates a request for block X+1, set Y+1 would be searched for a matching tag, resulting in a cache miss even though block X+1 is actually residing in the cache in set Y.

![Figure 3: Splitting of an m-way set associative cache having s sets into C1 and C2.](image)

**PBC Organization:** PBC splits a generic cache (C) with s sets and m ways into two parts: C1 and C2. Figure 3 shows this splitting. C1 stores the non-compact blocks and C2 stores the compact blocks. C1 has \( s_1 = s \) sets with \( m - n \) ways (a reduction from m ways) and C2 has \( s_2 \) sets. To minimize the number of conflict misses in C2, we increase the number of ways from \( n \) to \( p \) by reducing the number of sets from \( s \) to \( s_2 \). Together, the capacity of C1 and C2 is same as the generic cache (C).

Figure 4 shows the memory address split for a non-banked cache to access C1 and C2 using hash functions \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) respectively. C1 is indexed using the same bits as in a generic cache. C2 on the other hand is indexed using a combination of bits from the tag and the actual index bits. It is a concatenation of lower order bits from the tag and higher order bits of what would have been the index bits in a generic cache. We refer to the unused lower order bits when \( h_2 \) is applied on an address, as compact block bits (cb) and the number of blocks a compact block can hold as \( nb \). An entry in the tag store for a compact block consists of a single tag, cb of the first cache block, a valid bit, and a coherence bit for each block in the compact block.

Maximum number of blocks that can be compacted into a single block is limited by \( cb \). However there is no lower limit on the number of blocks a compact block can hold. If at least two blocks can be compacted together, the resultant compact block is placed in C2 and the other uncompacted blocks are placed in C1.

Upon a request to the LLC, the LLC controller searches both C1 and C2 in parallel. In C2 apart from matching the tag, the controller matches the cb bits that are stored along with the compact block’s tag. If the cb from the request falls in the range of \( cb : cb + \log_2(nb) - 1 \) and if the individual cache block in the compact block is valid, then the LLC controller reports a hit. The range \( cb \) (first block) : \( cb + \log_2(nb) - 1 \) (last block) corresponds to the cb of all the blocks that are present within a compact block. A case where both C1 and C2 report a hit never arises.

### 3.2 Compacting and Decompressing Multiple Blocks

As noted in Section 2, compacting multiple prefetched blocks provides us with an opportunity to effectively utilize cache space. We use BDI to do so and though multiple blocks are compacted into a single block, the complexity and hardware involved is no more than compressing/decompressing a single block of data using BDI. PBC is not a compression technique. It can be used with any compression technique proposed in literature such as BDI and decoupled compressed cache (DCC) to improve the system performance even further.

**Compaction:** In compression techniques, data responded back from the DRAM passes through the compressor unit and from thereon, the compressed/uncompressed...
block is placed in the LLC. In PBC, when a prefetched block is responded back from the DRAM, it cannot be directly placed into the LLC after compression, as this block can potentially be compacted with other blocks and stored as a single block.

To achieve compaction, we use a small 2-way set associative buffer, referred to as compaction buffer, indexed using \( h_2(x) \) index bits, where \( x \) is the address of the prefetched block. The tag portion of the compaction buffer has four fields: \( h_2(x) \) tag, \( h_2(x) \) index, \( h_2(x) \) cb and encoding bits. Multiple non-contiguous cache blocks with different \( h_2(x) \) indices, which share a common \( h_2(x) \) tag, might get compacted into a single compact block (which should hold only those blocks that share a common \( h_2(x) \) index). To avoid this scenario, \( h_2(x) \) index is also stored along with the \( h_2(x) \) tag.

Figure 6 shows the overall compaction process. A prefetch block responded from the DRAM is fed into the compaction unit (1). Non-compactable cache blocks and demand blocks are placed in \( C_1 \) or \( C_2 \) depending on the outcome of the way balancer (2). Evicted compact blocks from the compaction unit are placed in \( C_2 \) (3).

Figure 7 shows the compaction unit in detail. The compaction unit contains a compressor and a compaction buffer. An incoming prefetch block is indexed into the compaction buffer using \( h_2(x) \).

A hit at the compaction buffer would imply that an opportunity to compact this incoming prefetch block (x) with an existing compact block exists. (For example, compact_blk_A, which might already be holding several other blocks, all sharing the same \( h_2(x) \) tag and index.) The base and the encoding bits from the compact block are read and passed into the compressor unit along with the prefetch block (1). The compaction unit tries to compress the prefetch block using the same pattern as that of the compact block. If the prefetch block fits into the compact block, it is compacted and placed within the compact block compact_blk_A. (2)

If the prefetch block does not fit into the compact block, the compact block is evicted from the compaction buffer. The prefetch block is sent again to the compressor unit (this time, to exploit the data pattern present within the block alone) (3) and from thereon to the compaction buffer (4) or the way balancer (5) depending on whether or not it is compressible.

On a miss at the compaction buffer, if the incoming prefetched block is compressible, a victim compact block is evicted (FIFO) from the buffer and the compressed prefetched block is allocated in its position. If the prefetched block is incompressible, it is sent to the way balancer.

Figure 7 illustrates the compaction process further, by considering an example of an empty compaction buffer and three prefetched blocks (Y, Y+1, and Y+2), responded from the DRAM. The blocks share a common tag and index when \( h_2 \) is applied. Block Y, being a miss at the compaction buffer, is compacted by determining the pattern present within the block. The encoding bits are set correspondingly. Block Y+1 and Y+2 result in a hit at the buffer. They are compacted using the base and the encoding bits present in the compact block Y. In future, any request to a block in the compact block (example Y+1, either in \( C_2 \) or compaction buffer) is responded by decompacting using the base, encoding bits and the corresponding delta present in the compact block.

Decompression: On a hit in \( C_2 \), PBC decompacts the block using the encoding bits stored along with the tag and responds with the data. In BDI, each word occupies a fixed location in a compressed block. In PBC this translates to each cache block occupying a fixed location in the compact block. PBC reads the base of the compact block and the words that are needed for reconstructing the block, and sends it to the decompressor unit to get the decompressed cache block. Note that though multiple blocks reside in a compact block, the decompression latency is no more than
the decompression latency of a single cache block. With PBC, the access latency increases by one cycle, which comes from the tag search (the number of parallel tag searches are increased when compared to a generic cache). If there is a cache hit, to service the demand requests, the latency increases by one more cycle (a total of two cycles, which includes the tag search and the decompression latency). In PBC, we don’t store dirty blocks inside a compact block, and therefore a write hit does not require re-compaction.

Handling Writebacks: Upon a writeback, an evicted dirty block from an upper level cache writes its data back to the LLC. A writeback hit for a block in a compact block since the data contained in the block has been modified. To avoid this, in PBC, any writeback hit at the LLC. A writeback hit for a block in a compact block that was compaction buffer will end up in the miss status handling unit placed at the DRAM, at regular intervals. The hints notify the compaction unit about those misses which were initially prefetched requests, but are now requested by the processor (demand misses). The compaction unit would then service these requests immediately. The other place for re-compaction in PBC, we don’t store dirty blocks inside a compact block, and therefore a write hit does not require re-compaction.

Encoding bits in PBC: In PBC, a cache block is either stored as part of a compact block or as an uncompressed block. If a 64-byte cache block is compressible to 34, 36 or 40 byte block, using B2-D1, B4-D2 or B8-D4 respectively (Table 1), the size of the resultant compact block, when a new block is compacted with this compressed block, would be greater than 64 bytes. Hence, we do not use compress patterns 5, 7 or 8 while compacting blocks using PBC and would require only three bits to encode the rest of the patterns.

Way Balancer: In PBC, the cache space will be under-utilized if an application either generates very few prefetch requests or the percentage of prefetched blocks that can be compacted is very less. In such scenarios, very few blocks get placed in C2. This leads to performance degradation. To avoid this, we incorporate a way balancer (wb) – a control logic that keeps track of the number of blocks that get placed in C1 and C2 using two saturating counters. If for $m - n$ blocks that are allocated in C1, $n$ compact blocks are allocated in C2, the counters are reset. If fewer than $n$ compact blocks are allocated in C2, the way balancer allocates the demand blocks or the uncompressed prefetched blocks to C2 such that for every $m - n$ blocks allocated in C1, $n$ blocks are allocated in C2. Note that C2 can also hold a non-compacted block. (The encoding bits will be set to represent the same).

In general, for a given $m$ and $n$ ($n < m$), we find $x$ such that:

$$x = \left\lfloor \frac{m - \frac{n}{2}}{n} \right\rfloor$$

In other words, $x$ is $m/n$ rounded off to the nearest integer. Using this $x$, the decision to allocate the block in either C1 or C2 is made as follows: For some $i \in [1, n]$,

- if $(\text{count}_c1 \geq i \times x \&\& \text{count}_c2 == i - 1)$ then allocate to C2 else allocate to C1, and update the counters accordingly. The counters are reset when count_c1 $\geq m$ and count_c2 $\geq n$.

Figure 8 shows the internals of a way balancer with $m = 16$ and $n = 3$. The counter values are selected in such a way that, the way balancer tries to allocate $n$ blocks to C2 over a phase of $m - n$ blocks being allocated to C1.

### 3.3 Design Choices

Placement of the compaction buffer: The compaction buffer can be placed at the DRAM. This results in off-chip memory bandwidth savings, as fewer bytes will be transferred from DRAM to LLC due to compaction. On the flip side, a demand request generated for a block cached at the compaction buffer will end up in the miss status handling register (MSHR) of LLC and will continue to remain so until the compacted block is serviced back from the DRAM controller. So even though the data is read from the DRAM, the demand request for a block can end up being a miss at the LLC, which degrades performance. To tackle this issue, hints from the MSHR can be sent to the compaction unit placed at the DRAM, at regular intervals. The hints notify the compaction unit about those misses which were initially prefetch requests, but are now requested by the processor (demand misses). The compaction unit would then service these requests immediately. The other place for the compaction buffer is beside the LLC, where it is searched in parallel with the LLC. In this work, for the evaluation of PBC we take the latter approach.

Figure 9: Memory address split for a banked cache.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLC size</th>
<th>$s$</th>
<th>$s_1$</th>
<th>$s_2$</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4MB</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8MB</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Various cache parameters used in PBC.
When a cache block is requested at the LLC, both $h_1$ and $h_2$ are used to determine the bank id and the set index as shown in Section 5. Figure 9 shows the memory address split for a banked cache when $h_1$ and $h_2$ are applied to incorporate PBC. For indexing into $C_1$, we retain the hash function of a generic cache organization ($h_1$). Since $C_2$ contains compact blocks, higher order bits (after $cb$ bits from LSB) are used to determine the bank id and the set index as shown in $h_2$. When a cache block is requested at the LLC, both $C_1$ and $C_2$ are searched in parallel (it might so happen that $C_1$ from one bank and $C_2$ from a different bank get searched in parallel). A case where two banks report a hit does not arise because a block can be stored only in $C_1$ or $C_2$, irrespective of the bank chosen. Note that with this organization, multiple consecutive blocks mapping to different banks in a generic cache can be compacted as a single block and mapped to a consecutive block mapping to different banks in a generic cache where we place the compaction buffer at the LLC. Depending on the outcome of the compaction unit, the cache blocks are sent to $C_1$ or $C_2$ of a particular bank. In this work for the evaluation of the proposed idea, we consider a non-banked cache where we place the compaction buffer at the LLC.

### LLC Parameters specific to PBC

Table 2 shows the values of $s_0$, $n$, and $p$ for the fixed values of $s_1$, $s_r$, and $m$ for various sizes of LLC. In our simulations, we find that these values are best suited (determined empirically by sweeping through the various values of $n$ and $p$), for a wide range of workloads. We consider a 256 entry, 2 way set associative compaction buffer. The decompression latency of PBC is same as the decompression latency of BDI.

### 3.4 PBC with cache compression

As noted in Section 3.2, PBC uses BDI internally to compact prefetched blocks. Any cache compression technique can be incorporated both at $C_1$ and $C_2$. $C_1$, storing demand blocks and uncompact prefetched blocks is like any other generic cache that can be compressed. In $C_2$, a compact block, even after holding several other blocks, might not span the entire space allocated for a block. Also, the demand blocks and uncompact prefetched blocks sent to $C_2$ by the way balancer can be compressed. By doubling the tag array at both $C_1$ and $C_2$, as done in BDI, for a given cache space a maximum of double the number of compacted/uncompacted blocks can be allocated. Instead of BDI, if any other compression technique is used to compress multiple cache blocks (i.e., for compaction), then the decompression latency increases and is variable. For example, if the third block in a compressed block is requested then both the first and second blocks need to be decompressed. Note that it is feasible to use a compression algorithm at $C_1$ that is different from the one used for compaction of the blocks at $C_2$.

### 3.5 Hardware overhead

Table 3 shows the parameters specific to PBC. Table 4 shows the hardware overhead for a 2MB LLC. The total hardware overhead of PBC is 70.76kB, 3.4% of the baseline LLC of 2MB. In terms of tag storage, $C_2$ uses a tag store of 58.5kB (including the $C_2$ overhead), that is around 0.95 times the tag store of the baseline cache (61.4kB). PBC is a low-cost technique that provides significant performance improvement.

### 4 Evaluation Methodology

We use Gem5 [12] to simulate 4- and 8-core systems running multi-programmed workload mixes. We create seventy 4-core and twenty-five 8-core workload mixes by mixing benchmarks from SPEC CPU 2000 and 2006 benchmark suites [9] based on the characteristics as shown in Table 5. We evaluate the effectiveness of PBC over a baseline system with no compaction with a per-core stream prefetcher ON. Next, we evaluate the benefits of using PBC along with the state-of-the-art cache compression technique, BDI. We also show the effectiveness of a system that uses PBC with stride prefetcher and the state-of-the-art SMS [18] prefetcher. We measure the system performance in terms of weighted speedup (WS) [11] (higher the better) and harmonic mean of speedups (HS) [10] (higher the better), and system fairness using an unfairness (lower the better) metric [22]. We also report the off-chip bandwidth consumption in terms of GB/sec. The metrics of interest are defined as follows:

$$IS_i = \frac{CPI_i^{\text{together}}}{CPI_i^{\text{alone}}}, \quad WS = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \frac{IPC_i^{\text{together}}}{IPC_i^{\text{alone}}}$$

$$HS = \frac{N}{\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} IPC_i^{\text{together}}}$$

$$Unfairness = \frac{\text{MAX}\{IS_0, IS_1, \ldots, IS_{N-1}\}}{\text{MIN}\{IS_0, IS_1, \ldots, IS_{N-1}\}}$$

HS is the reciprocal of the average normalized turn-around time and WS is equivalent to system throughput [17]. HS balances both performance and fairness. $IPC_i^{\text{together}}$ is the IPC of core $i$ when it runs along with other $N-1$ applications on a multi-core system of $N$ cores. $IPC_i^{\text{alone}}$ is the IPC of core $i$ when it runs alone on a multi-core system of $N$ cores. We fast-forward 10 billion instructions, warm-up the system for
Table 5: Benchmark characteristics. Compaction friendly: If more than 40% of the prefetched blocks are compactable. Cache sensitive: If the ratio of improvement in performance (IPC) by going from 1MB to 2MB LLC is greater than 10%.

Table 6: Parameters of the simulated system.

250 million instructions, and collect statistics for the next 250 million instructions, which is similar to earlier works [15][16]. Table 6 provides the details of system parameters used in our evaluation.

4.1 Results and Analysis

This section describes the effectiveness (in terms of HS and WS) of PBC and PBC+BDI for 4-core and 8-core systems. PBC+BDI is the combination of PBC, which compacts prefetched blocks, and BDI, which compresses a single cache block. In case of PBC, we do not use any compression techniques that compresses single cache blocks. We compare PBC and PBC+BDI with a baseline system with no compression, and with a stream prefetcher ON. We create seventy and twenty-five 4-core and 8-core workload mixes, respectively. We create these mixes randomly by mixing the benchmarks from each category in roughly equal proportions (which we mention in Table 5). Figure 10 shows the normalized average (geomean) of HS and WS and LLC miss counts of PBC, BDI and PBC+BDI, on a 4-core system. The average is across seventy workloads with a stream prefetcher ON. PBC improves the HS and WS by 11.1% and 8.7% respectively. PBC delivers this performance by reducing the average LLC miss count by 16%. The maximum improvement (in terms of HS) of 43.4% comes from a workload that consists of ammp-leslie3d-vortex2-zeusmp. The workload that consists of mcf-soplex-omnetpp-gromacs shows the minimum improvement of 0.1%.

BDI delivers performance improvement of 13.29% (HS) and 10.8% (WS) with an average reduction of LLC miss count by 23.6%. PBC, when combined with BDI (PBC+BDI) delivers 15.8% and 19.8% improvement in the average WS and HS respectively, with an average reduction of LLC miss count by 29.2%. PBC+BDI provides a maximum improvement of 71.2% (in mcf-soplex-twolf-zeusmp) and minimum improvement of 3.24% (in mcf-soplex-omnetpp-gromacs).

Figure 11 shows the detailed improvement in HS delivered by PBC and PBC+BDI, for all 70 4-core mixes. We show the mixes in the increasing order of their HS improvement with PBC and divide them into low, medium, and high performance zones based on the performance improvement (in terms of HS). An improvement of less than 5% is termed as low, improvement between 5 to 10% is medium, and the mixes with more than 10% improvement with PBC are termed as high. Across all the workload mixes, PBC improves the performance. Out of seventy 4-core workload mixes, with PBC, 18 mixes show an improvement of less
than 5% (low performance zone), 26 mixes show an improvement in between 5-10% (medium performance zone), and rest (26 workload mixes) show an improvement of greater than 10% (high performance zone). The HS curve looks encouraging as 52 out of 70 mixes (74.2%) show an improvement of more than 5%. Figure 12 shows the improvement in WS for the same seventy 4-core workloads. Next, we analyze two workload mixes from each of the three performance zones. Our observations are as follows:

**Case I: Low performance zone:** Workload mix 4 (gromacs-mcf-milc-vortex2) shows very low performance improvement (1.01%) with PBC. The primary reason for this behavior is that all the applications of this mix contain very few compactable blocks, which limits the opportunity for PBC.

Next, we consider workload mix 5 that contains mcf, mesa, sjeng, and mgrid. In terms of HS, PBC improves the performance by 1.2% and BDI improves the performance by 2.6%, and the combination of PBC and BDI (PBC+BDI) provides a performance improvement of 3.7%. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the improvement in individual IPCs and reduction in the LLC miss counts for PBC and PBC+BDI, respectively. As mesa is compaction-friendly and compressible, the combination of PBC+BDI provides an LLC miss count reduction of 22.3% resulting in 8.8% improvement in individual IPC. This behavior of mesa helps sjeng. PBC+BDI provides additional cache space for sjeng, which results in 18.3% reduction in LLC miss count and 7% improvement in individual IPC. Figure 15 shows the improvement in HS and WS. It also shows the reduction in bandwidth consumption and reduction in unfairness for workload mix 5. Both PBC and PBC+BDI reduce the bandwidth consumption, and there is slight increase (less than 2%) in terms of unfairness.

**Case II: Medium performance zone:** Next, workload mix 19 (mcf-soplex-vortex-zeusmp) shows an improvement of 7.6%. It contains mcf, that is neither cache sensitive nor compaction friendly, and soplex, that is cache sensitive but its prefetched blocks occupancy is less than 2% at the LLC. On the other hand, for benchmarks, such as vortex2 and zeusmp, PBC improves their respective IPCs by 7.4% and 7.9% by reducing their LLC miss rate by 12.3% and 23.3%.

We consider workload mix 20, which contains bzip2, gromacs, h264ref, and zeusmp. In terms of HS, PBC and PBC+BDI provide an improvement of 5.3% and 14.3%, respectively, and in terms of WS, PBC and PBC+BDI provide an improvement of 5.3% and 14.1%, respectively. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the improvement in individual IPCs and reduction in the LLC miss counts for PBC and PBC+BDI, respectively. All the benchmarks of this workload mix except h264ref are the benefactors of PBC and PBC+BDI as PBC+BDI improves the individual IPCs by 15.3%, 21.2%, and 15.9% for bzip2, gromacs, and zeusmp, respectively. In terms of LLC miss counts, PBC provides an LLC miss count reduction of 24% and 27% for gromacs and zeusmp,
respectively. The reduction goes further with PBC+BDI as it reduces the individual LLC miss-counts by 69.5% and 35% for *gromacs* and *zeusmp*, respectively. This reduction in LLC miss count helps *bzip2* in improving its own performance (15.3%). *h264ref*, also gets benefit from the additional space, which results in 1.2% and 5.5% improvement in its IPC for PBC and PBC+BDI, respectively. Figure 18 shows the improvement in HS, WS, bandwidth consumption, and unfairness. In terms of unfairness, both PBC and PBC+BDI are equally fair as compared to the baseline. PBC+BDI improves both HS and WS by at-least 10% with 25% reduction in the bandwidth consumption.

**Case III: High performance zone:** We consider workload mix 49 (*galgel-mesa-sjeng-sopelex*), which has two benchmarks that are cache sensitive (*galgel* and *soplex*) and two that are compaction friendly (*mesa* and *galgel*), *galgel* being both cache sensitive and compaction friendly. *sjeng* is neither cache sensitive nor compaction friendly, but there is an overall improvement in the system (by 14%) because of the other three benchmarks. PBC reduces the miss-rate of *galgel*, *mesa*, *sjeng*, and *soplex* by 34%, 12.4%, 14%, and 10.8%, respectively, which results in respective IPC improvements of 33%, 2.1%, 2.9%, and 11.5%.

Workload mix 70 (*ammp-leslie3d-vortex2-zeusmp*) has both cache sensitive (*leslie3d, vortex2* and *ammp*) and compaction friendly (*ammp* and *zeusmp*) benchmarks resulting in 43.4% and 66.9% improvement in HS with PBC and PBC+BDI, respectively. In terms of WS, PBC and PBC+BDI provide an improvement of 23.4% and 38.3%, respectively. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the improvement in individual IPCs and reduction in the LLC miss counts for PBC and PBC+BDI, respectively. PBC results in significant improvement in the IPC of *ammp* and *leslie3d* by 81.6% and 27.9% respectively. This improvement in IPC comes from their reduction in the individual LLC miss count, which is in the magnitude of 2.4X and 1.6X. When combined with BDI, PBC+BDI provides a reduction of LLC miss count by 3.7X and 2.2X, respectively. This mix is a good example that shows the potential of PBC. Figure 21 shows the improvement in HS and WS, and reduction in bandwidth and system unfairness.

In workload mix 1 (*mcf-sopelex-omnetpp-gromacs*), *omnetpp* is cache sensitive but not compaction friendly and the rest are neither cache sensitive nor compaction friendly. In this mix, we do not expect PBC to deliver noticeable performance improvement as there is no opportunity and PBC improves HS by a marginal 0.1%.

We conclude that PBC delivers high performance gain in general if the workload mix has more than one cache sensitive benchmark and at-least one compaction friendly benchmark.

PBC and BDI complement each other across all the workloads, which results in significant performance improvement of more than 20% (in terms of HS) in 27 out of 70 workload mixes, and 53 out of 70 workload mixes show a performance improvement of more than 10%.

**Bandwidth Consumption:** On an average across 70 workloads, PBC reduces bandwidth consumption (GB/sec) by 6% and the combination of PBC and BDI (PBC+BDI) reduces the bandwidth consumption by 11.8%. Both PBC and PBC+BDI provide a good tradeoff between performance and bandwidth consumption as PBC provides a performance improvement of 11.1% with a reduction in bandwidth consumption of 6%, and PBC+BDI provides an improvement of 19.8% with a reduction in bandwidth consumption of 11.2%. Figure 22 shows the normalized bandwidth consumption for 70 workload mixes. Out of 70 workloads, only one workload (workload mix 6) consumes additional bandwidth, which is marginal (1.2%).

**System Fairness:** The primary goal of PBC is to improve...
the system performance but it also improves the system fairness. On an average, across 70 4-core workloads, PBC reduces the unfairness by 9.2%. The primary reason behind this improvement is that the additional cache space provided by compaction friendly applications help cache sensitive ones. PBC+BDI goes further in improving the fairness by reducing unfairness by 12.7%. Out of 70 workloads, only 12 workloads show increase in unfairness. Figure 23 shows the trend in terms of unfairness for 70 4-core workloads.

8-core results: For an 8-core system, on an average (geomean), when compared to the baseline, PBC improves the performance by 13.6% (HS) and 11.8% (WS), with a maximum HS improvement of 45.5% (in ammp-galgel-h264ref-leslie3d-mcf-solex-vortex2-zeusmp) and a minimum HS improvement of 1.1% (in leslie3d-mcf-mesa-sjeng-solex-twolf-vortex2-zeusmp). Hence, we find that PBC is effective even with the increase in core count. Figure 24 and Figure 25 show the normalized HS and normalized WS for 25 workloads. The workloads are sorted as per the performance improvement in terms of HS, with PBC.

4.2 Other Results

PBC with Different Prefetching Techniques: Till now, we showed the effectiveness of PBC with a stream prefetcher. Now we show the performance improvement of PBC with simple stride [19] and state-of-the-art SMS [18] prefetcher in Figure 26. For our evaluation, we use a stride prefetcher with prefetch degree of 8, which is same as the prefetch degree that we use for evaluating PBC with stream prefetchers. For SMS, we use spatial regions of size 2KB (thirty two 64-byte cache blocks), which is optimal for SPEC based applications. So on a miss, an SMS prefetcher can prefetch up to 32 cache blocks in one instance.

Compared to the baseline with a stride prefetcher, on an average across seventy 4-core workload mixes, PBC improves the WS and HS by 4.2% and 5%, respectively. This is due to the low prefetch issue rate, as a simple stride prefetcher fails to exploit the access patterns that are non-strided. On the other hand, PBC with an SMS prefetcher outperforms the baseline by an average improvement of 28.7% in WS and 33.7% in HS. The primary reason for this improvement is the high prefetch issue rate, which results in high compaction for compaction friendly benchmarks, and this provides additional LLC space for the cache sensitive benchmarks to exploit.

We conclude that PBC is effective across a wide range of prefetching techniques. The effectiveness increases with the increase in the prefetch issue rate.

LLC sensitivity: Figure 27 shows the effect of LLC size on the performance of PBC with a stream prefetcher. For a 4-core system, we consider 2MB, 4MB and 8MB LLC. PBC improves the performance (HS) by 11.3% and 8.8% and PBC+BDI provides an improvement (HS) by 22.4% and 16% for 4MB and 8MB LLC respectively. Compared to 4MB, the effectiveness of PBC goes down with an 8MB LLC as larger working set of most of the applications fit at the LLC.

PBC with FDP: FDP [20] is a prefetcher aggressiveness controller, which tries to improve the performance by...
throttling the prefetchers, based on prefetch metrics such as prefetch-accuracy, timeliness, and cache pollution. It uses five throttling levels: [1,4], [2,8], [4,16], [4,32] and [4,64] where [x,y] is a throttling level with prefetch-degree of x and prefetch-distance of y. Throttling up/down corresponds to increase/decrease in the aggressiveness by one level. For multi-core systems that employ FDP, PBC delivers performance improvements, in terms of WS and HS by 5.3% and 9.5% with a maximum of 27.4% and 40% of WS and HS. This shows that PBC is still effective in the presence of prefetch throttling techniques, such as FDP. PBC provides better performance for those workload mixes that contain applications with high prefetch accuracy, which stay at the highest throttling level. However, for workloads that contain applications with low prefetch accuracy, there is lesser opportunity to compact multiple prefetched blocks as the prefetchers stay at the lowest throttling levels.

**PBC for 3 levels of cache:** We evaluate PBC for a 3 level cache hierarchy with PBC applied at the last-level-cache (LLC) and private L2s (prefetcher turned on at both L2 and LLC). PBC remains effective for a 3 level cache, with an average performance improvement in terms of HS is 10% (256kB L2 cache and 4MB LLC). Figure 28 shows the performance improvements of PBC and PBC+BDI. Similar to figure 27, when compared to 4MB, the effectiveness of PBC goes down with an 8MB L3 as larger working set of most of the applications fit at the L3 cache.

**PBC for 1-core system:** Figure 29 shows the improvement in IPC for 22 SPEC benchmarks. We also report the performance improvement that can be gained by doubling the cache size from 1MB to 2MB in a baseline system. On an average (geomean), doubling the cache capacity results in 15% performance improvement. Compared to a baseline system with 1 MB cache, PBC and PBC+BDI provide performance improvements of 5.2% and 9.8%, respectively. Benchmarks, such as bwaves, calculix, GemsFDTD, gromacs, mcf, mesa, mile, sjeng, and wupwise show no improvement, are the cache insensitive ones and do not gain performance even with double the cache size.

**Hit rates of C1 and C2:** The average hit rates of C1 and C2 are 58% and 11% with a maximum of 77% C1 hit rate for a workload mix that contains gromacs-soplex-sjeng-cortex2 and minimum of 20% for the workload mix that contains GemsFDTD-mcf-omnetpp-galgel. For C2, the maximum and minimum hit rates are 23% and 4% for workload mixes that contain h264ref-GemsFDTD-omnetpp-milc and soplex-milc-bzip2-hammer, respectively. For a cache with 16 ways being split into C1 with 13 ways and C2 using the other 3 ways, we expect the ratio of the hit rates (C2 to C1) to be roughly around 3/13 and found the same in our evaluations. High hit rates at C2 would imply more number of cache blocks being compacted into a single block.

**Effectiveness of the way balancer:** To quantify the effectiveness of the way balancer, we run PBC without the way balancer. Compared to the baseline, PBC without the way balancer provides 7.4% improvement in terms of HS. In contrast, PBC with the way balancer provides 11.1% improvement in terms of HS. Also workload mixes like mcf-soplex-omnetpp-gromacs, bzip2-omnetpp-sjeng-cortex2, lose out on performance (by around 2%). In the absence of the way balancer, the cache space is not effectively utilized, which results in lesser performance improvement.

**Impact of parallel look-up on power:** We compare the power consumed by PBC for parallel lookup in both C1 and C2 with the baseline cache. We use CACTI 6.0 to get the power numbers. The generic cache (C) that contains 2048 sets and 16 ways with 15 bits of tag consumes 0.25nJ per access. On the other hand, PBC contains C1 and C2. C1 has 2048 sets and 13 ways with 15 bits of tag, and C2 has 1024 sets and 6 ways with 11 bits of tag. The power values are not optimized in CACTI, if the number of ways is not multiples of 2, hence we report the values for higher number of ways. C1, in the worst case (assuming a 16-way, 2048 sets cache) will consume 0.25nJ per access and C2 will consume 0.09nJ per access (assuming an 8-way, 1024 sets cache). Note that, in our technique we search 19 ways, 13 at C1 and 6 at C2 in parallel, when compared to 16 ways in C.

Figure 30 shows the energy savings obtained by PBC over a generic cache. For each workload, two data points
are presented, one for the savings obtained in the LLC alone, and second, representing the savings obtained when all the three, LLC, compaction buffer and the DRAM are considered together. When energy consumption of LLC alone is considered, PBC on an average across 70 workloads consumes 36.8% of additional energy because of the extra tag lookup for each access. Upon considering all the three components together, since the memory power consumption dominates the overall energy consumption, PBC obtains 5.8% of energy savings on an average, across 70 workloads. The energy consumption at the memory is reduced because of the reduced number of read/write accesses to the memory.

5 Related Work

Sardashti et al. propose a decoupled compressed cache (DCC) [4], that exploits spatial locality to increase the compressed cache capacity without significant increase in tag overhead. To achieve this, DCC uses super blocks (aligned contiguous cache blocks that share a single address tag). By using a single tag, DCC stores higher number of compressed blocks in a cache set when compared to the previous cache compression techniques. In DCC, up to four aligned contiguous cache blocks can share a single address tag and hence, at the maximum, can quadruple the cache capacity. However with PBC, we observe that it is beneficial to have blocks which can hold more than four blocks, especially in the case of prefetched blocks, where the addresses exhibit high spatial locality. Also, PBC exploits the relation between the data patterns present across these contiguous cache blocks. DCC can be implemented along with PBC (at C2) to further improve the system performance.

Dusser et al. propose an augmented, Zero-Content Augmented Caches (ZCA) [14], in which null blocks (blocks containing all zeros) are associated with a single tag and accessed in parallel with the cache. ZCA targets only null blocks and can be augmented with PBC. Tabatabai et al. propose to compress companion cache blocks (cache blocks whose addresses differ by a single bit) together [2]. They propose two different cache mapping policies to index into the companion block. They also propose to proactively prefetch the companion block. Alameldeen et al. [13] study the interaction between cache compression and hardware prefetching and they observe the interaction to be positive.

Zhang et al. propose a technique to enable partial cache line prefetching through data compression [24], without the addition of prefetch buffers or increasing the memory traffic. The compression algorithm is based on the characteristics exhibited by dynamic values observed across various applications. For every cache block in memory, another block is associated as a prefetch candidate. When a cache block is prefetched, the compressor checks if the ith word of the block and the ith word from the associated block is compressible. If they are compressible, the two words are compressed together and sent as one word, which is part of the prefetched block, requiring no extra memory bandwidth. By prefetching partial or full cache blocks in advance, without them occupying extra space in cache, the technique improves the system performance when compared to a baseline system that does not support prefetching. PBC on the other hand works with a prefetcher enabled system. It does not decide which of the blocks are to be prefetched (which is solely decided by the prefetcher).

Yang et al. propose Frequent Value Compression (FVC) [25], based on the observation that significant amount of values accessed by cache, belong to a small set of frequently occurring values. FVC achieves compression by encoding these values using lesser number of bits. In FVC, each cache block can hold either one uncompressed block or two compressed block, compressed to at least half their size. FVC is limited to compressing only values that are frequent and fails to identify other compressible patterns. It also incurs the overhead of profiling which is needed to identify the frequent values.

Alameldeen et al. identify seven frequently occurring compressible patterns [26], such as all the bytes in a 32-bit word being the same, 8-bit or 4-bit sign-extended data stored in a 32-bit word etc. and propose Frequent Pattern Compression (FPC) [27], which exploits these patterns. Each cache block is compressed word by word (32-bit), by storing the pattern encoding bits if the word belongs to any of the seven patterns. Since the position of the word in a cache block is not fixed (every word can either be in compressed or decompressed format), the decompression happens in a serialized fashion. A five-stage pipeline is proposed to mitigate the decompression latency. Alameldeen et al. also propose a technique to dynamically assess the costs and benefits of compression and predict whether to compress a cache block or not.

Arelakis et al. propose using of huffman based statistical compression technique, SC2 [28], to aggressively increase the effective cache capacity (upto 4X). Though huffman based algorithms need sampling of data to generate codes, they note that there is little variation in data locality over time and across applications. They propose a pipelined decompression engine to keep the decompression latency to ten cycles. Chen et al. propose C-Pack [29], which compresses frequently appearing words by using compact encodings, that allows for parallel compression of multiple words. C-Pack also tries to combine pairs of compressed blocks into a single block, with each compressed block having its own tag and size fields associated with it.

6 Conclusion

We proposed an effective mechanism to compact multiple prefetched blocks into a single block. We also showed the effectiveness of taking into account, data patterns present across contiguous prefetched cache blocks. On 4- and 8-core system, PBC improves the performance by 11.10% and 13.67%, respectively. The effectiveness of our technique is independent of the underlying prefetching technique and prefetch throttling technique. PBC is effective for both single and multicore systems. We conclude that PBC provides a promising way to further increase the effective LLC capacity.
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